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Jetro Holdings L.L.C. selects ITB Credit for all of
their Debit/Credit card processing
TORONTO, ON – Oct 10, 2008 - In The Black ™ Credit Switch, designed and
produced by Millenium Retail Solutions, Inc. (MRS), is a business intelligence
solution for retailers. It includes a complete back-office configuration toolset both
at the store location as well as head-quarters allowing customers to manage all
locations centrally. The system is ideally suited for retailers from the Tier 2, 3 and
4 markets.
Jetro Holdings L.L.C. required a debit/credit interface tied into their existing inhouse POS solution. The debit/credit terminals are shared between two registers
to minimize the cost of new hardware. All processing goes through a Datawire
gateway connected to PNC for processing. Jetro’s customer base consists
mainly of business card transactions which necessitated the requirement for
Level III processing of credit cards. This offers a better processing (or
interchange) rate by the credit card companies.
As transaction data is accepted at the store level, transaction details are updated
real-time at the store and at the Head-Office. With the implementation of Internet
based debit/credit card transactions, Jetro received everything they had dreamed
of plus more. The “In The Black”™ credit/debit card processing has made this
implementation affordable and practical.
In The Black ™ Credit Switch is running on store based Windows PCs accepting
credit/debit cards using Hypercom Optimum T4220 payment terminals.
About Jetro Holdings, L.L.C.
Since its founding in 1976 in Brooklyn, NY, Jetro Holdings, L.L.C has been
serving independent foodservice operators, consisting primarily of caterers,
pizzerias, restaurants, and delicatessens as well as food business and nonprofit
organizations consisting of grocery stores. Jetro Holdings operates under a
couple of banners including Jetro Cash & Carry and Restaurant Depot.
Today they are expanding rapidly, and expecting to double in size over the next
five years. This expansion is leading to job openings at new locations across the

country and providing motivated team members with numerous opportunities for
advancement.
Jetro currently operates over 80 locations coast-to-coast.
About Millenium Retail Solutions, Inc.
MRS founders Angelo Kalpakis and Dave Mears have over 30 years of retail and
Point-of-Sale solutions experience.
MRS' notable work involved Y2K compliance work for a number of retailers and
ongoing support of DOS based and OS/2 based systems. MRS came to the
realization that customers were constantly changing hardware and were
frustrated with limitations of legacy software. Today's business environment had
outstripped the capabilities of legacy systems and market conditions called for a
complete solution. MRS launched In The Black ™ Enterprise Retail Suite in
January 2003 after 4 years of research and development.
The In The Black ™ Enterprise Retail Suite of applications use scalable
technology all based on the Microsoft Windows platform. In The Black ™
Cashier, In The Black ™ Manager and In The Black ™ HQ work on various
hardware platforms including POSIFlex, IBM, NCR, Fujitsu, Wincor-Nixdorf and
MRT cashier registers and servers.
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